
WHARTON BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION SEMI FINALISTS

We are thrilled to announce this year's 26 semi-finalists out of a pool of teams advancing to the next round of the
Wharton Business Plan Competition. By the.

In the meantime, please join us in congratulating the semi-finalist teams below. Can I participate on more than
one team? They are accustomed to handling confidential information and participate so as to support the
education of the student participants. The company had its start four years ago, when Vancouver, BC based
high school friends Miranda Wang and Jeanny Yao entered a biotechnology science competition with their
proposed project on plastic biodegradation. School officials say event attendees each year include students and
faculty as well as actual venture investors and backers looking to keep abreast of potential opportunities. I am
pleased with the level of cross-university participation. Using its proprietary algorithm, Senvol determines
which of these parts can be more cost-effectively manufactured using 3D printing versus the status quo. The
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania â€” founded in as the first collegiate business school â€” is
recognized globally for intellectual leadership and ongoing innovation across every major discipline of
business education. There are tremendous resources, not just in terms of dollars, but also in terms of this vast
mentoring network because of just how big and accomplished our entrepreneurial alumni are. It was a really
tough job. The trio of undergrads takes third place in the Penn Wharton Startup Showcase for their company
aiming to help fight glaucoma. In college, both Miranda and Jeanny continued to pursue relevant scientific
research, and this year they decided to found BioCellection to turn their research into a startup with the
potential to change the world. These insights are based on algorithmic machine-learning that analyzes bill
characteristics, congressional voting records, district demographics, and other meaningful variables.
OwnYourCity will be to real estate what Vanguard. Dana Cita does so by providing loans for aspiring students
to attend vocational schools and universities while also connecting them to promising future careers through a
job matching platform and our network of partner institutions. Before being sent to the judges, all applications
will be screened by Penn Wharton Entrepreneurship faculty and staff. This composition can only mean great
things for the competition and for our teams. Perfect cut, wash, and fit. A venture does not have to be
incorporated to be eligible for entry. The semi-finalist teams will now be preparing their business plans and
pitches to the judges, with the help of WBPC provided mentors, events, and Wharton Entrepreneurship
resources. Over time, the app learns the preferences of a user based off of previous behaviors during different
times of day and at different locations and curates a more profitable and relevant user experience. After
creating a Coursera account, search for the course you want to audit ex. Can I participate in the Startup
Challenge? You can audit an individual class on Coursera without subscribing or starting a free trial. If our
business ideas at the WBPC are any indication of where you will start to see a steady growth in entrepreneurial
ventures outside the Penn community, these are some telling data points. The most comprehensive source of
business knowledge in the world, Wharton bridges research and practice through its broad engagement with
the global business community. What criteria will the judges use to evaluate my submission?


